The Europeans imitating the Romans and Greeks initiated a Eucharist service that is a replay of the Eucharist of the ancient Greeks and Romans. In the Greek and Roman rites, wine and wafers are used. The Eucharist was established at one of the synods by the Popes and bishops between 500-1500AD.

The Romans, Greeks, and Europeans believe that the body and blood of the crucified deity is physically resurrected. When one consumes the wine and wafers, one in effect is consuming the blood and body of the deity and therefore is united with the deity. In all these religions a similar prayer is used whose formula is strikingly similar. Protestants do not believe that the physical body of their deity is resurrected. It is only symbolic.

In all these religions one can see a common denominator - a correlation - that each group of people create a clone in their religious beliefs the behavior of their gods that mirrors their own behavior.

It does not matter whether the religion compartmentalizes the godhead or believes in a Unitarian concept of God. Muslims today who are Unitarians are in the vanguard of the most barbaric wave of suicide bombing in order to force all other humans to accept their skewed beliefs of Islam or else be massacred. They skew the Koran to justify their criminal killings and appetite to world conquest. Thus they too create a clone in their own image and present such clone as God's will.

Man only knows God subjectively from the actions of God that God exists. We only know the attributes of God; never the essence or true nature of God.

However we know that God uses common sense and equity in addition to the greatness
and all powerful attributes of God. Thus any behavior attributed to God that defies common sense and equity is not Divine but the invention and fabrication of men who exploit the weaknesses of their victims whom they dominate by capitalizing on their fears and gullibility. There exists nothing that is beyond question. There exists no gospel that can not be revisited.

Man can not see God for no man can see God and live. No man means literally no man/woman not even the Pope or the greatest Rabbi or the greatest Mullah or the greatest Priest. Therefore no man/woman can claim that they possess super power or wisdom or sanctity.

When man senses that there exists exploitation and inequity—all in the name of God then ONE CAN BE REASONABLY CERTAIN THAT fabrication exists and the religion has been skewed. For God represents truth and equity. God has no favorites and uses common sense and equity that every one can understand. Once inequity exists and the religion uses means that defy common sense and equity then it no longer is God’s will but the machination of thieves. Then man is in his right to upbraid such “religion” and substitute another set of conduct that meets the standard of common sense and equity.

That is the standard I HAVE USED IN ALL THE 20 BOOKS THAT I HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT THE JEWISH RELIGION. THE SAME STANDARD I BELIEVE SHOULD BE APPLIED by rational man to test his/her religion.

God created man in his image that man be the clone of a compassionate and equitable God; not that god be the clone of a savage fraudulent man. No man is to be given a blank check and be given the benefit of the doubt when it is apparent that they are lying and exploiting their trust.

This applies to any man alive today or living 2000 years ago. This applies to any written work claimed to have existed thousands of years ago.

There exists no statute of limitations for fraud and lies in any activity civil criminal or religion. A lie concocted 2000 years ago is still a lie. A murder of any human of any sex religion or national origin perpetrated today based on a 2000 year old lie is still a crime to be punished by death.
There exists nothing that is beyond question. There exists nothing sacred that can not be examined today. There exists nothing that can not be revisited. There exists no gospel or Bible or religious law that can not be re evaluated. We must re evaluate and re interpret the law. Yes, we will be loyal to our religious beliefs. But we can not surrender our personal understanding and sense of equity compassion and common senses for any claim of infallibility of any pope or any other religious leade

If one will sit down for a moment and ponder one question. God is all powerful. He is omnipotent all knowing all wise and self sufficient. He needs no one to do any thing for God otherwise God would not be perfect. If that is the case what difference does it make for God what religion of the twelve we listed in this paper man believes in? If God really cared he would strike dead any one believing in any other religion than a religion that God would continuously reveal. Just like if man would jump from the 40 floor he would die so too if man would not observe any one faith that God would select man would die. Since God does not reveal Himself continuously to man nor does man die if he is nor believing in any one religion by default we can reason that God really does not care. If that is the case we can pull the rug from underneath all religious strife for the last 4000 years? Why did hundreds of millions get killed all in the name of religion?

The answer is that it is man -not God -who created the argument to force others to accept his ideas of what he created in his mind about God. What difference did it make to man how God looks- if He is one two three or a million god heads?

The answer is of course there is no difference to man. The only reason man made it up and used this argument was to control other men to follow him and get killed so the leader the king with the connivance of the church or mosque or temple would aggrandize power wealth and fulfill his lust.

The only thing that God cares is that man not self destruct nor destruct other men women animals birds reptiles fish insects or nature. God created the world for God
saw that it was good and very good. God does not want man to destroy the world.

That is the reason why according to Hallacha-Jewish Law non Jews are permitted to believe that the godhead is not a unitarian, even though in fact it is one tzillion % a pure unitarian concept. God addressed the Torah to the Jews. Jews are mandated to believe under penalty of forfeiting their eternal life -olem habo- in a unitarian concept of God. God is quite satisfied if non Jews acknowledge that there exists a First Cause -God- even if they associate God with partners -shufos. See Nach- Bible -Malachi 1:11 translation of Rashi Talmud Menochos 110b. See Ramo Orech Chaim 156:1citing Ran end of first chapter of Talmud Avodah Zorah; Rabbenue Yeuchim nesiv 17; Tosphos first chapter Bechorot; Levush Orech Chaim 156:1.

As observing Jews we believe that this attitude is true for all the nations of the world. However Jews 3400 years ago stood at Mount Sinai and did hear from God Himself that He wants Jews to observe all the Torah that contains all the Mitzvot the ritual laws the dietary laws the Sabbath and holiday laws the Laws of family purity. Jews like all other humans must observe the laws of his/her country state and community. A Jew must be a law abiding citizen and observe all the civil and criminal laws of society.

The Talmud end of tractate Shabbot states that even though definitive punishments are assigned for violation of Mitzvot and rewards like long life are described as reward for the observance of Mitzvot, nevertheless, not always do people get punished or rewarded in this world. True and everlasting reward and punishment is reserved for people in the other world. Thus in this world we must behave according to the rules of nature. It is prohibited to rely on miracles. Jews must fight and use military and diplomatic means to retain Israel. Every one must watch their health and not endanger themselves by foolish life styles; man must prepare himself for a livelihood and work Manna does not fall from heaven today. Uberachtich bekol asher taase- God will bless your efforts. If man makes no effort or sufficient effort God’s blessing may not come.

LIKE WISE SINCE IN OUR DAY AND AGE IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO ASSOCIATED A CAUSE AND EFFECT OF OBSERVANCE OF MITZVOT AND BEING REWARDED BY God; if a Jew does not observe because he /she was raised in a non religious home ,nevertheless, ONE MUST LOVE AND HAVE EMPATHY WITH EVERY JEW. We must convince non religious Jews to become more observant. We are forbidden to harbor negative feelings toward any Jew BECAUSE HE/SHE IS DIFFERENT IN THEIR DEGREE OF OBSERVANCE. See Rambam Mamrim 3:3, Chazon Ish Yoreh dayoh13:16 as cited by RAV Eliezer Waldenberg in Hilchot Medinah 9:4.
Of course we must love every human and treat them with respect dignity and integrity. We must observe all the laws federal state and local government.

I have a grandson who is brilliant. At the age of four he asked me the following questions: Grandpa what is God? Is He a human or is He an animal/ Is God white or is He black?

The same boy had an argument with his mother a year earlier when he was three. His mother did not want him to watch a certain program in TV. She threatened to close the T.V. The boy retorted that he would open it up if she closed it. His mother then retorted that she would disconnect the wires. He said that it was very difficult to disconnect the wires. His mother threatened then to take the TV and throw it out of the house. My grandson shot back and said the TV is too heavy for you to pickup.

On an other occasion his mother took an exit to get home. however the surroundings were unfamiliar. My grandson turned to his mother and said mom did you miss the exit again.

Once my son and daughter in law were embroiled in an extensive argument. My little grandson screamed out if you two do not stop arguing I am going to leave and go to Muma -my daughter-in laws mother. What difference does it make who is right or wrong.

This my readers is the whole point. What difference does it make what is God? What difference does it make how many angels can stand on the edge of a needle or pin?

What matters is like my little grandson said when he tried to break up the argument of his parents. - what difference does it make who is right or wrong. What does make a difference is that his parents not fight. WHAT MATTERS IS THAT PEOPLE NOT FIGHT AND KILL EACH OTHER.

My little grand daughter age 2 when one of the arms and two feet of a doll broke exclaimed to my daughter “it is ok Moma it is only make belief it is not real. ”

Europeans for the last 1700 years when Jews were killed and even today in Israel when Jews are killed say “it is only make belief it is not real.”
Jews must take this inherent anti-Semitism very seriously. God has given the Jews an antidote to the poison of anti-Semitism - Eretz Yisroel - the resurrected land of Israel. Let us not be stupid and give it back to anyone else not Jewish. Jews must keep the all of Yehudah Shomron the Golan Heights. We must go back and return to Gaza. We must have all Palestinians in these territories as well as Palestinians living elsewhere in Israel go to Jordan and other countries in the world. There will never be peace as long as any Palestinians are left in Israel. The hell with what the world thinks or wants. This is the same world who for 1700 years consider killing Jews" only make belief not the real thing.”

In that manner peace will come to the world.
Judaism grants non Jews WHO OBSERVE THE SEVEN Noahite humane principles salvation eternity regardless of their perception of G-d that differs from the pure monotheism of Judaism. Thus non Jews who are good citizens and obey the laws of their state and country are granted salvation and will have a share in the world to come. Judaism grants space for all faiths who claim they are monotheistic all the denominations of Christianity Roman Catholics Russian and Greek Orthodox all denominations of the Protestant movement; all denominations of Islam ; Buddhism
Hinduis , Zoroasrianism ..

Judaism respects the claims of the billions of humans for the last thousands of years. Each religion are entitled to interpret their faith as they see fit. Each of these religions can claim that they are -THE CHOSEN PEOPLE THAT THEY HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE AND ONLY UNIVERSAL TRUTH AND MANKIND CAN FIND SALVATION ONLY IF THEY ACCEPT ALL UNDERLINED ALL THE TENETS OF THEIR FAITH. OTHERWISE THEY WILL BURN IN HELL TO ETERNITY. JUDAISM HAS NO PROBLEM WITH SUCH A POSITION..

THE PROBLEM EXISTS ONLY WHEN ONE RELIGION TRIES TO COERCe OTHER HUMANS WHO DO NOT SHARE THEIR CONVICTIONS TO ACCEPT THEIR FAITH AND IDEAS USING ANY FORM OF COERCION. CERTAINLY WHEN LIES ARE EMPLOYED TO POISON MEMBERS OF THEIR FAITH TO HATE AND KILL ANY HUMAN WHO DOES NOT AGREE WITH THEIR FAITH OR INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURES THAT SUCH BEHAVIOR RENDERS THE ONES WHO ARE PROPAGATING THE LETHAL LIES AS ACCESSORIES IN ABETTING MURDER.

Consequently, I want to commend the Catholic Church and Pope Paul for their valor courage and foresight by their declaration in 1965 in the Vatican II that the Jews IN ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS ARE NOT TO BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE for DEICIDE. -for the crucifixion of Jesus. This declaration and apology for the misinterpretation of the sons of the Church for the last 1700 years puts to rest the theological basis for the murder of millions of Jews and hundred of millions or billions of non Jews in all the wars waged in the name of the Christian faith that any student of history discovers when he studies history. We have in previous chapters high lighted numerous examples.

I also wish to contribute to this matter that never in a trillion years would a Jewish court have sentenced Jesus to death based on the testimony recorded in the Gospels of Mark, Mathew, Luke or John or the Epistles and letters of Paul.
Before I get started I wish to lend a historical perspective. In the year 30 ACE when the crucifixion took place, there existed in Israel millions of people believing in many religions. Romans and Greeks worshiped the mystery middle East gods. The Jews themselves were splintered into many denominations Pharisees Sadducees Samaritans Essences and these groups were splintered into sub groups. The Pharisees were divided into sub groups that differed in the interpretation of the laws. However they lived together in peace and harmony and tolerated each other’s differences. Even though the pharisees considered some of the beliefs and practices or non observance of the Sadducees and Samaritans as heresy the laws of the Talmud were flexible enough to accommodate each other and live together. The most that happened was that the Samaritans or Sadducees were labeled as non Jews. Jewish laws that applied to non Jews were then applied to them. However they were then only not qualified to participate in the ritual functions of the religious community. The same that a Catholic who violates Church law he/she believes in abortions or remarries after a civil divorce will not be given communion by the priests. Members of a different religion likewise are not given communion.

In Jewish law the Samaritans and Sadducees were not considered as competent to officiate as part of a minyon the quorum of ten males necessary to have prayers. They were not qualified to be ritual scribes or ritual slaughterers-shohtim - or be elected as judges or have their testimony accepted in marriage and divorce cases. Their testimony could be accepted in civil cases. They could be judges in civil cases. That was all. Never were non Jews Samaritans Sadducees or Essences killed because of their religious beliefs.

Any trial of Jesus would at most have found that what he preached was in the same category as non Jews therefore he would have been banned from officiating in participation in Jewish ritual matters as discussed above. As evidence-the early Christian church remained in Israel. Christians as long as they remained in Israel then called Judea for several hundred years were not harmed by Jews. As a matter of fact Christian sources cite that Rav Gamliel intervened to save the life of a Christian.

For the first 300 years of Christianity the Romans persecuted and killed hundreds of thousands of Christians. They decapitated Paul and crucified Peter and his wife. For the next 300 years after Constantine selected the Trinitarian creed as the official religion of Rome the Christians in power killed hundreds of thousands of other Christians who possessed views and beliefs that were different than those approved by the synods. The Romans killed every man woman and child -millions who dared to rebel against them. Julius Caesar when the Gauls in France rebelled massacred half a million people every man woman and child. Christian theology developed over a period of 500-600 years. In 325 the synod at Nicaea was convened by the Roman Emperor Constantine, who presided.
The Pope and Bishops with the participation of Constantine voted to accept the Trinitarian concept that Jesus was of the same substance as God. Regardless if we accept the position of the Catholic Church that a democratic vote occurred or we accept the position of those who claim that Constantine issued an ultimatum that demanded that such a concept be adopted and place in the mouth of Jesus that such was the case, all agree that prior to the synod, the question as to the nature of Jesus was not decided. Opposing schools of thought Unitarianism led by Arian was tolerated. Consequently, up to that date the passages in the New Testament condemning all the Jewish people to eternity for not accepting the divinity of Jesus did not exist, since the Roman Catholic Church themselves had not decided the issue. So, this blood libel and religious coercion of Jews to abandon their religion was first born once the Church gained power and became the official religion of Rome. Furthermore, hundreds of thousands of Christians were killed during the period 325-600.

By the year 625 the Muslims accepted the Unitarian concept and became an existential life and death threat to the Church. In addition when Constantine died the Roman empire was split and divided among his two sons. One son took Italy where the Roman Catholic Church was located and another son took the Middle East Greece and Turkey. The Greek Orthodox Church in Constantiople under the protection of the other son of Constantine in 390 broke away from the Roman Catholic Church and challenged the hegemony and authority of the Church in Rome.


There does not exist today any remnants of the original Gospels. However in 1844-1500 manuscripts of the Gospels were discovered in a covenant in the Sinai desert. The transcripts originated between the fourth and tenth centuries. All these transcripts are transcripts of transcripts. All of these transcripts contradict each other. More than 80,000 variations have been found. All of them contradicting each other. They come from different authors. Their function was to justify different theological positions subscribed by the author of the manuscript. The most prominent of these manuscripts is supposed to have been written in the fourth century. It is called Codex Vaticanus. It contains 16,000 corrections from